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■ Purpose of Database Systems

■ Difference between File systems and DB systems

■ Major database models
● E-R model:   a logic foundation for conceptual database

design

● network model:  a set of records connected by links

● hierarchical model:  a set of database trees

● relational model:  a set of tables

■ Database Users

■ Overall System Structure

Summary of Chapter 1
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Chapter 2 Objectives

Learn to model a “real world” situation and
build a set of tables to contain the data.

Entity-Relationship Model
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■ Basic Concepts
● entity set

● relationalship set

■ Design Issues

■ Mapping Constraints

■ Keys

■ Entity-Relationship Diagram

■ Extended Entity-Relationship features

■ Reduction of E-R Schema to tables

■ Example

Contents
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Entity-Relationship Model

Based on a perception that a real world consists of a set of
basic objects,  called Entities, and Relationships among
these objects.

Logic tool used for database scheme design

Entity-Relationship
Diagram

• No implementation details
• No function details

•Collection of entities
•Relationships among entities
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Entity

■ independent existence

■ described by its attributes (set of properties)

■ determined by particular value of its attributes

■ can be concrete or abstract

An entity is an object (something) that exists and is
distinguishable from other objects (things).

A book
title= “Database System Concepts”, pages=821, ISBN= 0-07-044756-X

Example

A person
name= “Thomas Smith”, age=35, SIN= 505-123-456

A holiday
name= “Christmas”, date=December 25
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Entity Set

An entity set is a set of entities of the same type; entities that share
the same properties.

A set of books
Aset of people taking CMPT354

Example

Sets are not necessary disjoint cmpt
354

Visa card
 holders
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Attributes
An entity is represented by a set of attributes, that is, descriptive
properties possessed by all members of an entity set

Example

Student=(studentID, name, address,GPA, age,...)
Course=(number, title, classroom, instructor, textbook, lectures,...)

Domain of an attribute is the set of permitted values for each attribute

Example
attribute age is a number between 0 and 200
telephone number is a 7 position integer
colour is one of {blue, red, green, black, white,...}
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● Single  vs. Multivalued
➠ Single: Social insurance number, student number, ...
➠ Multi:  telephone numbers, Lecturers of a course,...

● Simple vs. Composite
➠ Composite: Address = Apt#, Street, City, Postal code

● Null attribute - nocorresponding values
● Stored vs. Derived attribute

➠ Stored: Individual mark of a student

➠ Derived: Overall grade in a class

Attributes

address

street city province

st. name st. #
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Relationship and Relationship set

■ A relationship is an association among several entities.

■ A relationship set is a set of relationship of the same type

Let E1, E2, ... En be a set of entity sets.
       <e1, e2, ..., en> is a relationship, where ei is contained in Ei.
      a subset of E1 x E2 x ... x En is a relationship set

We say E1, E2, ... En  participate in the relationship R

Ei plays a role in the relationship R

If E1, E2, ... En  are not distinct, the different roles of their participation must
be specified
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Relationship and Relationship set
Example:

Osmar
T2914277

T2915755
customer account

(Osmar, T2914277),  (Osmar, T2915755), ...

An attribute can also be a property of a relationship set

Example:

Relationship between student and course may have the
attribute grade
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Notation

rectangle: entity Set

ellipse: attribute

diamond: relationship

line: link attributes to entity sets and
entity sets to relationship sets

double ellipse: multivalued attributes

dashed ellipse:derived attributes
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account # balance

account

c-name

social insurance #

address

Customer
depositor

access_date

student courseregistration

grade
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Degree of relationship set

Refers to the number of entity sets that participate in a relationship set.

Relationships that involve two entity sets are called binary

Relashionships sets may involve more than two entity sets
The entity set customer, loan and branch may be linked by a ternary
relationship

loanCustomer
borrow

branch
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Roles

Entity sets of a relationship do not need to be distinct.

employee works_for

manager

worker

The labels “manager” and “worker” are called roles, they specify
how employee entities interact via the relationship “works_for”.

Role labels are optional and are used to clarify semantics.
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Mapping cardinalities

Express the number of entities to which another entity can be
associated via a relatioship set

• one to one
• one to many
• many to one
• many to many

1 n
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c-name

social insurance #

address

Customer

account # balance

accountdepositor

1:1      each customer has at most one account and each account is owned by 
           at most one customer.

1:N     each customer may have any number of accounts but each account is
           owned by at most one customer.

M:N    each customer may have any number of accounts and each account may
            be owned by any number of customers.

1  N
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Design Issues

Use an Entity or an Attribute?
An object can be represented by an entity or and entity attribute

employee employee telephone

name phone # name phone # location

emp-tel

depends on the structure of the real world modeled
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Design Issues

Loan customer branch

amount loan # name
loan # amount

loan

Use an Entity Set or a Relationship Set?

A relationship represents an action between entities

only one loan per brach is
allowed for a customer
only one customer per loan
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Existence Dependencies

If the existence of an entity A depends on the existence of entity
B, then A is said to be existence dependent on B.

• B is called dominant entity
• A is called subordinate entity

loan paymentloan-payment

If a loan entity (dominant) is deleted, then all its associated payment
entities (subordinates) must be deleted too.
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Total participation

The participation of an entity set E in a relationship R is said to be
total if every entity in E participates in at least one relationship in
R. If only some entities in E participate in relationships in R, the
participation on entity set E in relationship R is said to be partial.

loan paymentloan-payment

Notation in E-R diagram: double lines indicate total participation

Very close to existence dependency
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Entity Set Keys

How to distinguish between entities in an entity set or between
relationships in a relationship set?

Super keys: Sets of attributes that allow us to identify uniquely an
entity in the entity set.

Candidate key: Minimal sets of such attributes.

Primary key: Candidate key chosen by database designer.

Notation in E-R diagram: primary keys are underlined.

Any two individual entities in the set are prohibited from having the
same values on the key attributes at the same time.

social insurance #

The primary key in a relationship set is a combination of the
primary keys of all entity sets participating in the relationship set.
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Weak Entity Sets

An entity set that does not have a primary key is referred to as a
weak entity set.

The existance of a weak entity set depends on the existence of a
strong entity set; it must relate to the strong set via a on-to-many
relationship set.

A distriminator of a weak entity set is the set of attributes that
distinguishes among all the entities of a weak entity set.

The primary key of a weak entity set is formed by the primary
key of the strong entity set on which the weak entity set is
existence depend, plus the weak entity set’s discriminator.
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Weak Entity Sets

Notation:
Double rectangle: weak entity set
dashed underlined: discriminator

loan paymentloan-payment

loan number amount payment number payment amount 

payment date
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Extended Entity-Relationship
Features

• Specialization

• Generalization

• Attribute inheriteance

• Agregation
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Specialization

An entity set may contain subgroupings of entities that are distinct
in some way of other entities.
Such enetity set is a high-level entity set and can be brouken into
one or more lower-level entity sets.

Example:
Course => undergraduate course / graduate course,
                 or CMPT / ENG / ...
account=>saving account / checking account,
                 or commercial / personal

■ An entity type E1 is a specialization of another entity type E2 if
E1 has the same properties of E2 and perhaps even more.

■ E1 IS-A E2 CMPT354 - Ch2 - summer98

Specialization

Notation in E-R diagram:
specialization is depicted by a triable labeled ISA.

account # balance

account

ISA

checking_accountsavings_account

interest-rate overdraft
amount

superclass

subclass
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Generalization

Specialization = top-down design
Generalization= bottom-up design

Attribute inheritance

A lower-level entity set (subclass) inherits all the attributes and
relationships participation of the higher-level entity set to which
it is linked (superclass).
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■ Abstracting the common properties of two or more entities to
produce a “higher-level” entity.

Generalization

ENGINEER SECRETARY SALESPERSON

Employee No
Employee Name

Salary
Title

Address

Employee No
Employee Name

Salary
Title

Address

Employee No
Employee Name

Salary
Title

Address

Project
Office Office

Specialty
Car
Region

EMPLOYEE Employee No
Employee Name

Salary
Title

Address
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Generalization

ENGINEER SECRETARY SALESPERSON

EMPLOYEE

Employee No Employee
Name

Salary

Title Address

Project Office Specialty Office CarRegion

ISA
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Attribute Inheritance

EMPLOYEE

Employee No Employee
Name

Salary

Title Address

MANAGER

Employee No Employee
Name

Salary

Title Address

Expense Act. Condo

manager
inherits
attributes from
Employee
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Design Constraints

Constraints on which entities can be members of a given lower-
level entity set.

• condition-defined
• user-defined
Constraints on whether or not entities may belong to more than
one lowere-level entity set.

• disjoint
• overlapping (default)

Completeness constraint

• total
• partial
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Aggregation

loanCustomer
borrow

employee

loan-officer

Suppose each customer-loan pair may have a bank employee who
is the loan officer for that particular customer-loan pair

• redundancy
• could be combined
but would obscure
logical structure
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Aggregation

loanCustomer
borrow

employee

loan-officeris treated as a conceptual
entity set
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Represents ER model using
tables

■ Basic rules:

● one table for one entity set

➠one column for one attribute

● one table for one relationship set

➠columns are:

✦  key attributes of all participating entity sets

✦ all descriptive attributes

■ Exceptions

● 1:N relationships can be omitted


